
7 Easy Ways to Turn Your Existing 
Outdoor Space Into a Retreat

Whether the summer breezes bring out your smile or you adore cozying up next to  
a fire pit in autumn, your outdoor space may be begging to become its own little retreat. 

Take a peek inside for seven clever ideas worthy of almost any size outdoor space.
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These BS3 Bermuda Style Shutters with  
1 ¾” louvers are painted with our classic 
So White finish. 

1 TRANSFORM A SIMPLE PORCH

DESIGN TIP: A dedicated cooking area 
becomes the center of activity. An 
incorporated portable serving cart can 
convey hospitality. A splash of color and 
coordinated cushion will unify the area.

Transform your covered porch simply by 
adding some Bermuda Shutters. This airy 
shutter style immediately creates a tropical, 
carefree feel and provides a defining feature 
to the space.



This outdoor bistro area showcases Timberlane’s 
CB1 Raised Panel Shutter featuring a 60/40 split 
configuration with a custom color finish.

2 CREATE A MINI BISTRO AREA

DESIGN TIP: Choose several smaller table sets 
instead of one large seating area to create a 
more intimate gathering spot.

While unadorned windows can make a backyard 
spot look ho-hum, deeply-colored shutters and 
hardware add dimensionality and visual interest. 
Even in this small spot, you can imagine sitting at  
a street-side café while on vacation.



This poolside retreat features a 33/33/33 split 
combination shutter with a VGV panel for the 
top section and SW1 louvers on the bottom.

Any changing area gets an immediate upscale bump 
by incorporating tall shutters to add a graceful 
elegance to the deck. Choosing a maintenance-free 
material for your splash-zone can help to make it  
a no-fuss spot.

DESIGN TIP: Shutter cutouts are a fun way 
to add extra character and personality to 
your poolside. Go for a nautical design as 
a nod to the setting, or personalize with  
a shape you love!

3  ENHANCE YOUR POOLSIDE!



Add privacy to a small patio by hanging 
shutters from a pergola. A three-sided 
configuration helps to shape the space 
without feeling too closed-in. 

This small patio retreat showcases our popular 
LB1 Fixed Louver Shutter with a full 100%  
configuration painted classic Pitch Black.

DESIGN TIP: Add oversized Ottomans 
or Adirondack chairs, arranged around 
a fire pit, in place of the stone benches 
to give your outdoor space a more 
casual feel. 

4 ADD PRIVACY TO A SMALL PATIO



5 DRESS UP A SERVING AREA

These BS2 Bermuda Shutters include a 
medium stained finish and 1 ¾” louvers.

A corner serving area, dressed up with a 
straw roof and Bermuda Shutters, creates 
an immediately relaxed atmosphere to  
welcome friends and family. 

DESIGN TIP: Continue to use this space 
even when the weather gets cold by 
adding some high top stools and an  
outdoor heater nearby. 



This inviting porch features Timberlane’s SH3 
Panel Shutters in a 50/50 configuration.

6 CREATE A COZY AFTERNOON RETREAT

DESIGN TIP: Use color cordinating elements to 
give your space a more cohesive look. Choose 
shades of blue or green to give your space a 
completely different look. 

Turn your outdoor space into your own little retreat. 
Add color and visual interest to your porch with a 
gorgeous custom shutter design that marries form 
and function.



This space was transformed with our BS2  
Bermuda Style Shutters painted with our  
own Pitch Black. 

7 TRANSFORM A GATHERING SPACE

Transform an ordinary stone wall into an 
upscale gathering space. Add wooden 
beams and shutters on top of a basic 
stone wall to create a breakfast bar  
or entertainment spot. Use it for BBQ’s, 
late night appetizers and more!

DESIGN TIP: Most shutters are built 
for homes, but they can be used to 
beautify commercial buildings, as 
well. You just might be surprised at 
the different types of buildings that 
shutters adorn!
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